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Data Communications, Computer Networks and Open Systems 1996-06-01 congestion control in data transmission networks details the modeling and control of data traffic in communication networks it shows how various networking phenomena can be represented in a consistent mathematical framework suitable for rigorous formal analysis the monograph differentiates between fluid flow continuous time traffic models discrete time processes with constant sampling rates and sampled data systems with variable discretization periods the authors address a number of difficult real life problems such as optimal control of flows with disparate time varying delay the existence of source and channel nonlinearities the balancing of quality of service and fairness requirements and the incorporation of variable rate allocation policies appropriate control mechanisms which can handle congestion and guarantee high throughput in various traffic scenarios with different networking phenomena being considered are proposed systematic design procedures using sound control theoretic foundations are adopted since robustness issues are of major concern in providing efficient data flow regulation in today's networks sliding mode control is selected as the principal technique to be applied in creating the control solutions the controller derivation is given extensive analytical treatment and is supported with numerous realistic simulations a comparison with existing solutions is also provided the concepts applied are discussed in a number of illustrative examples and supported by many figures tables and graphs walking the reader through the ideas and introducing their relevance in real networks academic researchers and graduate students working in computer networks and telecommunications and in control especially time delay systems and discrete time optimal and sliding mode control will find this text a valuable assistance in ensuring smooth data flow within communications networks

Servo Systems and Data Transmission 1952 essential reference providing best practice of lte a volte and iot design deployment performance and evolution towards 5g this book is a practical guide to the design deployment and performance of lte a volte ims and iot a comprehensive practical performance analysis for volte is conducted based on field measurement results from live lte networks also it provides a comprehensive introduction to iot and 5g evolutions practical aspects and best practice of lte a ims volte iot are presented practical aspects of lte advanced features are presented in addition lte lte a network capacity dimensioning and analysis are demonstrated based on live lte lte a networks kpis a comprehensive foundation for 5g technologies is provided including massive mimo embb urlc mmtc ngcn and network slicing cloudification virtualization and sdn practical guide to lte a volte and iot paving the way towards 5g can be used as a practical comprehensive guide for best practices in lte lte a volte iot design deployment performance analysis and network architecture and dimensioning it offers tutorial introduction on lte a iot 5g networks enabling the reader to use this advanced book without the need to refer to more introductory texts offers a complete overview of lte and lte a ims volte and iot and 5g introduces readers to ip multimedia subsystems ims performs a comprehensive evaluation of volte csfb provides lte lte a networks capacity and dimensioning examines iot and 5g evolutions towards a super connected world introduce 3gpp nb iot evolution for low power wide area lpwa network provide a comprehensive introduction for 5g evolution including embb urlc mmtc network slicing cloudification virtualization sdn and orchestration practical guide to lte a volte and iot will appeal to all deployment and service engineers network designers and planning and optimization engineers working in mobile communications also it is a practical guide for r d and standardization experts to evolve the lte lte a volte and iot towards 5g evolution

Enhanced Data Transmission using Li-Fi in Visible Light Communication (VLC) Technology 2012-08-01 this book is a printed edition of the special issue spatial audio that was published in applied sciences Congestion Control in Data Transmission Networks 2018-06-19 used to explain complicated economic behavior for decades game theory is quickly becoming a tool of choice for those serious about optimizing next generation wireless systems illustrating how game theory can effectively address a wide range of issues that until now remained unresolved game theory for wireless communications and networking provides Practical Guide to LTE-A, VoLTE and IoT 2018-03-23 describes and explains the main features of a broadband computer network using
asynchronous transfer mode as compiled by the race program of the european community explores the principles network performance and structure evolution and other aspects from a network rather than technical perspective the approach has been getting a lot of attention for its potential to add video and multimedia to computer networks distributed by inspec annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Spatial Audio 2011-06-23 this comprehensive guide dig into the fundamentals of iot technology providing students with a thorough understanding of its concepts applications and business implications it equips them with the knowledge and skills necessary to navigate the rapidly evolving iot landscape through engaging learning experiences students gain knowledge about the strategic implementation and management of iot solutions preparing them for success in today s technology driven world

Game Theory for Wireless Communications and Networking 1993 this is the only book of its kind to provide solid explanations behind modern data communications concepts all the concepts are modern and up to date in sync with the current and future data communication market

ATM 2023-12-05 this book presents an end to end architecture for demand based data stream gathering processing and transmission the internet of things iot consists of billions of devices which form a cloud of network connected sensor nodes these sensor nodes supply a vast number of data streams with massive amounts of sensor data real time sensor data enables diverse applications including traffic aware navigation machine monitoring and home automation current stream processing pipelines are demand oblivious which means that they gather transmit and process as much data as possible in contrast a demand based processing pipeline uses requirement specifications of data consumers such as failure tolerances and latency limitations to save resources our solution unifies the way applications express their data demands i.e. their requirements with respect to their input streams this unification allows for multiplexing the data demands of all concurrently running applications on sensor nodes we schedule sensor reads based on the data demands of all applications which saves up to 87 in sensor reads and data transfers in our experiments with real world sensor data our demand based control layer optimizes the data acquisition from thousands of sensors we introduce time coherence as a fundamental data characteristic time coherence is the delay between the first and the last sensor read that contribute values to a tuple a large scale parameter exploration shows that our solution scales to large numbers of sensors and operates reliably under varying latency and coherence constraints on stream analysis systems we tackle the problem of efficient window aggregation we contribute a general aggregation technique which adapts to four key workload characteristics stream dis order aggregation types window types and window measures our experiments show that our solution outperforms alternative solutions by an order of magnitude in throughput which prevents expensive system scale out we further derive data demands from visualization needs of applications and make these data demands available to streaming systems such as apache flink this enables streaming systems to pre process data with respect to changing visualization needs experiments show that our solution reliably prevents overloads when data rates increase

BASIC IoT BLUEPRINT:FROM DEVICES TO DATA 1988 this book contains the workshops papers presented at the 17th international conference on information and communication technologies in education research and industrial applications icteri 2021 held in kherson ukraine in september october 2021 the 33 revised full papers and 4 short papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 105 initial submissions the papers are organized according to the following workshops 9th international workshop on information technology in economic research iter 2021 5th international workshop on methods resources and technologies for open learning and research mrol 2021 international workshop rmsebt 2021 rigorous methods in software engineering and blockchain technologies 7th international workshop on theory of reliability and markov modeling for information technologies thermit 2021 1st ukrainian natural language processing workshop unlp 2021

Understanding Data Communications 2021-04-28 big data and artificial intelligence ai are at the forefront of technological advances that represent a
potential transformational mega trend a new multipolar and innovative disruption these technologies and their associated management paradigm are already rapidly impacting many industries and occupations but in some sectors the change is just beginning innovating ahead of emerging technologies is the new imperative for any organization that aspires to succeed in the next decade faced with the power of this ai movement it is imperative to understand the dynamics and new codes required by the disruption and to adapt accordingly ai and big data s potential for disruptive innovation provides emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of successfully implementing new and innovative technologies in a variety of sectors including business transportation and healthcare featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as semantic mapping ethics in ai and big data governance this book is ideally designed for it specialists industry professionals managers executives researchers scientists and engineers seeking current research on the production of new and innovative mechanization and its disruptions

Demand-based Data Stream Gathering, Processing, and Transmission 2022-09-13 this book gives detailed analysis of the technology applications and uses of mobile technologies in the healthcare sector by using case studies to highlight the successes and concerns of mobile health projects provided by publisher

ICTERI 2021 Workshops 2019-09-27 this book states that the proceedings gathers selected papers from 2022 5th international conference on civil engineering and architecture iccea 2022 which was held in hanoi vietnam on december 16 18 2022 the conference is the premier forum for the presentation of new advances and research results in the fields of theoretical experimental and practical civil engineering and architecture and this proceedings from the conference mainly discusses architectural design and project management environmental protection and spatial planning design and analysis of building materials and structural engineering and safety and these materials can be useful and valuable sources for researchers and professionals working in the field of civil engineering and architecture

AI and Big Data’s Potential for Disruptive Innovation 2009-04-30 the potential of embedded systems ranges from the simplicity of sharing digital media to the coordination of a variety of complex joint actions carried out between collections of networked devices the book explores the emerging use of embedded systems and wireless technologies from theoretical and practical applications and their applications in agriculture environment public health domotics and public transportation among others

Mobile Health Solutions for Biomedical Applications 2023-11-05 this book focuses on recent developments in integrating ai machine learning methods medical image processing advanced network security and advanced antenna design techniques to implement practical mobile health m health systems the editors bring together researchers and practitioners who address several developments in the field of m health chapters highlight intelligent healthcare iot and machine learning based systems for personalized healthcare delivery and remote monitoring applications the contents also explain medical applications of computing technologies such as wireless body area networks wbans wearable sensors multi factor authentication and cloud computing the book is intended as a handy resource for undergraduate and graduate biomedical engineering students and mobile technology researchers who want to know about the recent trends in mobile health technology

Proceedings of 5th International Conference on Civil Engineering and Architecture 2012-06-22 this book presents the proceedings of international conference on emerging research in computing information communication and applications ercia 2020 the conference provides an interdisciplinary forum for researchers professional engineers and scientists educators and technologists to discuss debate and promote research and technology in the upcoming areas of computing information communication and their applications the book discusses these emerging research areas providing a valuable resource for researchers and practicing engineers alike

Embedded Systems and Wireless Technology 1999-09 this book is composed of selected papers from the sixteenth national conference on
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operational and systems research bos 2020 held on december 14 15 2020 one of premiere conferences in the field of operational and systems research the second is the nineteenth international workshop on intuitionistic fuzzy sets and generalized nets iwifsgn 2020 held on december 10 11 2020 in warsaw poland in turn one of premiere conferences on fuzzy logic notably on extensions of the traditional fuzzy sets also comprising a considerable part on the generalized nets gns an important extension of the traditional petri nets a joint publication of selected papers from the two conferences follows a long tradition of such a joint organization and from a substantial point of view combines systems modeling systems analysis broadly perceived operational research notably optimization decision making and decision support with various aspects of uncertain and imprecise information and their related tools and techniques

Data Communications 1960 this book describes common applied problems that are solved with the use of digital technology the digital technology has simplified most of our daily activities technology has been improving our quality of life where human capability alone is insufficient enough to be utilized for any challenging tasks digital technology helps to solve it in very efficient ways and thousands of them are solved on a daily basis without much notice in the public software and it technology let us to complete tasks in just a moment that took days without this technical support in that sense this book presents several examples on how software and it based solutions were successfully applied in solving actual engineering problems

An Investigation of Symbol Coding for Weather Data Transmission 1990 cellular internet of things technologies standards and performance gives insight into the recent work performed by the 3rd generation partnership project 3gpp to develop systems for the cellular internet of things it presents both the design of the new narrowband internet of things nb iot technology and how gsm and lte have evolved to provide cellular internet of things services the criteria used for the design and objectives of the standardization work are explained and the technical details and performance of each technology is presented this book discusses the overall competitive landscape for providing wireless connectivity also introducing the most promising technologies in the market users will learn how cellular systems work and how they can be designed to cater to challenging new requirements that are emerging in the telecom industry what the physical layers and procedures in idle and connected mode look like in ec gsm iot lte m and nb iot and what the expected performance of these new systems is in terms of expected coverage battery lifetime data throughput access delay time and device cost provides a detailed introduction to the ec gsm iot lte m and nb iot technologies presents network performance of the 3gpp cellular technologies along with an analysis of the performance of non cellular alternatives operating in unlicensed spectrum includes prediction of true performance levels using state of the art simulation models developed in the 3gpp standardization process

Cellular Communications for Data Transmission 2023-02-28 this timely book provides an overview of technologies for public safety networks psns including real life examples of network application and services it introduces readers to the many public safety network technologies and covers the historical developments as well as emerging trends in psns such as today s 4g and tomorrow s 5g cellular network related solutions em style mso bidi font style normal public safety networks from lte to 5g explores the gradual changes and transformation in the psns from the traditional approaches in communications and examines the new technologies that have permeated this realm as well as their advantages it gives readers a look at the challenges public safety networks face by developing solutions for data rates such as introducing broadband data services into safer communication topics covered include tetra and tetrapol digital mobile radio dmr next generation digital narrowband nxdn digital private mobile radio dpmr and professional digital trunking pdt the book also presents information on firstnet esn and safenet satellite communications in ems emergency management and public protection and disaster relief ppdr wi fi in ambulances technology in patrol communications and more

Mobile Computing Solutions for Healthcare Systems 2021-11-30 this book of the geomeast 2019 proceedings includes a collection of research and practical papers from an international research and technology activities on recent developments in pavement design modeling and performance and
Effects on infrastructure green energy technology and integration sustainability is increasingly a key priority in engineering practices with the aging transportation infrastructure and renewed emphasis on infrastructure renovation by transportation agencies innovations are urgently needed to develop materials designs and practices to ensure the sustainability of transportation infrastructure.

Emerging Research in Computing, Information, Communication and Applications 2022-02-18 if you've been charged with setting up storage area networks for your company learning how sans work and managing data storage problems might seem challenging storage area networks for dummies 2nd edition comes to the rescue with just what you need to know whether you already a bit san savvy or you're a complete novice here's the scoop on how sans save money how to implement new technologies like data de duplication iscsi and fibre channel over ethernet how to develop sans that will aid your company's disaster recovery plan and much more for example you can understand what sans are whether you need one and what you need to build one learn to use loops switches and fabric and design your san for peak performance create a disaster recovery plan with the appropriate guidelines remote site and data copy techniques discover how to connect or extend sans and how compression can reduce costs compare tape and disk backups and network vs san backup to choose the solution you need find out how data de duplication makes sense for backup replication and retention follow great troubleshooting tips to help you find and fix a problem benefit from a glossary of all those pesky acronyms from the basics for beginners to advanced features like snapshot copies storage virtualization and heading off problems before they happen here's what you need to do the job with confidence.

Uncertainty and Imprecision in Decision Making and Decision Support: New Advances, Challenges, and Perspectives 2023-03-31 multimedia systems discusses the basic characteristics of multimedia operating systems networking and communication and multimedia middleware systems the overall goal of the book is to provide a broad understanding of multimedia systems and applications in an integrated manner a multimedia application and its user interface must be developed in an integrated fashion with underlying multimedia middleware operating systems networks security and multimedia devices fundamental characteristics of multimedia operating and distributed communication systems are presented especially scheduling algorithms and other os supporting approaches for multimedia applications with soft real time deadlines multimedia file systems and servers with their decision algorithms for data placement scheduling and buffer management multimedia communication transport and streaming protocols services with their error control congestion control and other quality of service aware and adaptive algorithms synchronization services with their skew control methods and group communication with their group coordinating algorithms and other distributed services.

Advances in Technology Transfer Through IoT and IT Solutions 2017-09-15 this book contains papers presented at the 2nd international conference on cognitive based information processing and applications cipa in changzhou china from september 22 to 23 2022 the book is divided into a 2 volume series and the papers represent the various technological advancements in network information processing graphics and image processing medical care machine learning smart cities it caters to postgraduate students researchers and practitioners specializing and working in the area of cognitive inspired computing and information processing.

Cellular Internet of Things 1983 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th international joint conference on e business and telecommunications icete 2009 held in milan italy in july 2009 the 34 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 300 submissions they have passed two rounds of selection and improvement the papers are organized in topical sections on e business security and cryptography signal processing and multimedia applications wireless information networks and systems.

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1984: 1984 budget justifications 1983 this volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international conferences bsbt mulgrab and iurc 2012 held as part of the future generation information technology conference fgit.
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2012 gangneung korea in december 2012 the papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions and focus on the various aspects of multimedia computer graphics and broadcasting bio science and bio technology and intelligent urban computing

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1984 2020-02-03 electrical energy usage is increasing every year due to population growth and new forms of consumption as such it is increasingly imperative to research methods of energy control and safe use security solutions and applied cryptography in smart grid communications is a pivotal reference source for the latest research on the development of smart grid technology and best practices of utilization featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics such as threat detection authentication and intrusion detection this book is ideally designed for academicians researchers engineers and students seeking current research on ways in which to implement smart grid platforms all over the globe

Public Safety Networks from LTE to 5G 2019-11-01 the availability of cheaper faster and more reliable electronic components has stimulated important advances in computing and communication technologies theoretical and algorithmic approaches that address key issues in sensor networks ad hoc wireless networks and peer to peer networks play a central role in the development of emerging network

Sustainable Issues in Transportation Engineering 1965 this book covers a wide range of important topics including but not limited to technology trends computing artificial intelligence machine vision communication security e learning and ambient intelligence and their applications to the real world the sixth future technologies conference 2021 was organized virtually and received a total of 531 submissions from academic pioneering researchers scientists industrial engineers and students from all over the world after a double blind peer review process 191 submissions have been selected to be included in these proceedings one of the meaningful and valuable dimensions of this conference is the way it brings together a large group of technology geniuses in one venue to not only present breakthrough research in future technologies but also to promote discussions and debate of relevant issues challenges opportunities and research findings we hope that readers find the book interesting exciting and inspiring it provides the state of the art intelligent methods and techniques for solving real world problems along with a vision of the future research
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